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sometimes treasures are right un-
der our noses. We just need to look in 
the right place.

Case in point: the 1960 R. C. Allen 
VisOmatic Electrite that I just added to 
my collection. It had been languishing 
at a nearby antique mall for quite some 
time, and I’d strolled through the build-
ing repeatedly without spotting it. But 
fellow Cincinnati typewriter lover Leigh 
Whitaker looked in the right spot—
tucked away far below my eye level—and 
shared some photos of the machine on 
Facebook. Then she kindly agreed to grab 
it for me. This typewriter is significant 
as a late attempt to revive Woodstock’s 
pioneering Electrite of the 1920s, with a 
fluted metal shaft mechanism that pro-
vides electric power to the typebars only. 
By 1960, a standard electric typewriter 
that required manual return must have 
seemed pretty primitive, which may ac-
count for the great rarity of this machine 
today. (Fellow editor Mike Brown has 
one. Anyone else?)

More open secrets await us in muse-
ums. I, for one, didn’t realize that an ex-
ample of John Pratt’s 1866 Pterotype was 
still in existence and on public display. 

Pratt’s invention is described well on 
pages 108-9 of Michael Adler’s The Writ-
ing Machine: it uses a typewheel and a 
hammer that hits the paper from behind, 
carbon paper being used for inking. The 
invention got a great deal of attention in 
its day, and provided a major impetus to 
the commercial development of type-
writers. Sholes was motivated by the Sci-
entific American’s report on the Pterotype 
in its issue of July 6, 1867, which predict-
ed that “the weary process of learning 
penmanship in schools will be reduced 
to the acquirement of the art of writing 
one’s own signature and playing on the 
literary piano above described, or rather 
on its improved successors.” As for James 
B. Hammond, he took more specific 
inspiration from Pratt’s design, purchas-
ing the rights to several of Pratt’s patents. 
Meanwhile, according to Adler, Lucien 

Crandall “stretched” Pratt’s typewheel 
“into a sleeve which he himself was able 
to patent on his own, thereby by-passing 
Pratt’s control” (p. 110). 

Pratt’s historic device recently gave 
Toronto collector Martin Howard a 
“Wow moment” when he spotted it in a 
display at the British Science Museum 
in London. Neither he nor I had realized 
that there was still an extant Pterotype, 
although some ETCetera readers surely 
knew of it.

Why is the Pterotype in England? 
Because Pratt left his home in Alabama 
during the Civil War to seek a safer and 
more congenial home in the United 
Kingdom, where he designed the Ptero-
type, patented it, and was able to sell 
some examples of it, without putting it 
into factory production. As Robert Mes-
senger reported last year on his blog, we 
can thank Arthur E. Morton, typewriter 
examiner for the Royal Society of Arts, 
for saving the machine that can be seen 
in London today. According to Morton’s 
report in a 1902 issue of The Shorthand 
World and Imperial Typist, “I heard ac-
cidentally that a machine similar to my 
drawing [of the Pterotype] had been left 
by an old gentleman … at a Typewriting 
Company for repairs.” Morton posted 
an ad in a paper that “brought forth a 
response from a second-hand dealer, 
who informed me that he had a few 
weeks before purchased the machine at 
an auction for a few shillings, adding, ‘He 
thought the typewriter would be useful 
for his kids to learn to spell on.’ I at once 
recognised it as the long-lost model, and 
considering it worthy of a better fate 
than being knocked to pieces, I pur-
chased the instrument.” 

Thank you, Mr. Morton—for saving 
this piece of history and for feeding ev-
ery collector’s dream of locating a unique 
and magical typewriter for sale at some 
obscure auction or secondhand shop. To 
feed your imagination further, just read 
Flavio Mantelli’s story on the next page. 
Happy treasure hunting! ■
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just when you think you’ve seen
them all, something like this comes out 
to remind us that good typewriters are 
still out there and there’s so much we still 
need to learn about their wonderful his-
tory. More specifically, we are certainly 
lacking a lot of knowledge on the early 
development of electric typewriters: 
George Blickensderfer was definitely a 
pioneer in this area with his 1902 electric 
typewheel model, but there’s another 
George who has not been accorded the 
same fame although, starting in 1908, 
he designed an equally innovative and 
impressive electric type-segment model. 
Unfortunately, his typewriter did not 
reach the market. This article is, among 
other things, intended as a tribute to the 
inventor George C. Clark. 1

When I received a picture of the Clark 
typewriter from a California man who’d 
spotted it at an antiques store north of 
San Francisco, I had no clue whatsoever 
about what it was, who produced it, and 
how rare it was. But it didn’t take long to 
find a patent assigned to a Mr. Clark for 
an electric typewriter (patent number 
1,355,089) and a web page by a radio col-
lector who had stumbled across a previ-
ously unseen tube with the name “Geo C. 
Clark” etched in the bulb 2  and started 
doing some research about the inventor. 

The tube collector, also thanks to the 
help of Clark family descendants who got 
in touch with him, found out that George 
C. Clark owned a business in San Fran-
cisco that set up and maintained x-ray 
equipment and manufactured static ma-
chines. Initially the company was under 
his name, but then it became Clark & 
Whittemore. A photo of one of his static 

machines is shown in 3 . We also know 
from the Clark family descendants that 
George Clark was interested in vacuum 
tubes only briefly. In fact, the Clark 
Radio Manufacturing Company, which 
he started in 1922, lasted only a couple of 
months before collapsing, possibly faced 
with a patent infringement suit from 
RCA. George applied for several patents 
on radio and typewriting equipment, but 
he apparently profited little, if anything, 
from them. A picture of George inside 
the Clark Radio Manufacturing Company 
is shown in 4 .

But let’s take a step back in time to tell 
his story from the beginning.

George C. Clark (1874-1942) was born 
in Chicago, a son of Dr. John S. Clark and 
Fanny (Campbell) Clark. Details of his 
education and life outside of California 
are sketchy. He moved to California in the 
early 1900s, settling in San Francisco in 
1904. In that city, he owned the business 
setting up and maintaining x-ray equip-
ment and the static machines that pow-
ered x-ray machines for medical offices. 
In 1905, he married Lydia Daggett, whom 
he had met in San Francisco.

The earthquake and fire of April 1906 
destroyed George’s business, but since 
their home survived the catastrophe, 
Clark tried to work out of his home. 
However, the drastically increased rents 
that prevailed after the earthquake 
forced him and his wife Lydia to relocate 
across the bay to Oakland, California. 
George seems to have continued working 
with the x-ray and static machines for 
a while also after the move, and family 
letters mention doctors who were still 
interested in his services.

1

2

3

by flavio mantelli
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Nevertheless, by 1908 he was em-
ployed by the Burlingame Telegraphing 
Typewriter Company. And this is when 
the story of George Clark gets interesting 
for typewriter collectors.

The Burlingame Telegraphing Type-
writer Company was formed to market 
Elmer A. Burlingame’s invention, a sort 
of early teletypewriter (see p. 20). It is 
not known how George became involved 
in the company. The biography of Elmer 
Burlingame puts him in San Francisco 
while George still lived there, and the 
Burlingame Company seems to have 
had a factory in Oakland in 1909. George 
Clark had acquaintances in the electri-
cal technology community (Paul Seiler, 
a well-known electrical engineer, for 
example); perhaps he learned of the job 
through word of mouth. The letters that 
George and Lydia exchanged while he 
worked for Burlingame show no indica-
tion that he knew Elmer Burlingame 
personally. 

While the Burlingame Telegraphing 
Typewriter Company was working on 
its early form of teletype, it doesn’t seem 
like George Clark was; the reports from 
the Clark family suggest that at the time 
he was involved in his own personal 
experimentation. Specifically, it appears 
that when George worked for Burlin-
game Telegraph in the spring and early 
summer of 1908, he was doing research 
and development, working with Profes-
sor John J. Montgomery in Santa Clara 
at Santa Clara College (now Santa Clara 
University) on some sort of telegraphing 
typewriter or transmitting typewriter. 
Montgomery made something of a name 
for himself in the Bay Area with his 

glider experiments around this time, but 
his death in a glider accident in 1911 has 
left him largely unknown now. A picture 
of George Clark with what seems to be a 
telegraphic unit with a typewriter key-
board was provided by the Clark family, 
5  but the picture is not dated and the 

family could not provide additional in-
formation, so I cannot tell whether this is 
the teletype machine on which he worked 
with Montgomery. What I can tell is that 
the machine looks much larger and taller 
than the Clark Electric typewriter, so I 
suppose it was a completely different de-
sign (maybe a Burlingame prototype with 
the typical Stearns or L.C. Smith on top of 
a telegraphic apparatus) and not a tele-
graphic adaptation of his own typewriter 
design, which is most probably a slightly 
later product, as I will discuss later.

While employed at Burlingame, 
George traveled on road trips demon-
strating and maintaining the telegraph 
machines, while other crew members 
sold Burlingame stock and made deals. 
The road trips seem to have ended for 
him in 1909. Burlingame apparently 
ceased operations shortly after that, but 
Elmer Burlingame may have attempted 
to revive the business in 1911. There is 
reason to believe that George worked 
for, or had contact with, the Burlingame 
company at least until 1911.

The reasons for the Burlingame col-
lapse are not yet entirely clear. The com-
pany may have only been a stock swindle, 
or the machine may not have lived up to 
expectations. The machine could trans-
mit messages from room to room, but ex-
isting accounts say that it never worked 
at the distances needed for practical use.

We know that George Clark worked at 
Burlingame from 1908 to 1911, and that in 
this period he worked on his own teletype 
or transmitting typewriter design with 
the help of Prof. Montgomery; it is hard 
to tell exactly when he matured the idea 
to develop his own design for an electric 
typewriter, but it is more than plausible 
that it happened during his last years at 
Burlingame. In fact, one theory is that 
he left the Burlingame Company in 1911 
because they did not give him financial 
backup to produce his own machine, an 
innovative electric typewriter, and this 
is not only pure speculation. In fact, this 
fascinating theory may explain why Clark 
filed the patent for his invention only 
in 1916, since it probably took him some 
time to find the basic financial support to 
go ahead with his project, or he first had 
to face patent issues with the Burlingame 
Company for the invention’s property. 
In addition, we now know thanks to the 
Clark family that in 1912 George Clark 
went to work for Marchant calculator for 
several years after he quit at Burlingame. 
How is this linked to the theory explained 
above? Well, luckily we do have a picture 
showing the calculator prototype that 
Clark made during his days at Marchant, 
and it features the very same logo design 
of the Clark Electric Typewriter I have 
found—although, of course, it is for the 
“Clark Electric Calculator”! 6

I have also found a logo for a Marchant 
Calculator that actually reached produc-
tion and was sold to the public which 
strongly supports my theory, since it fea-
tures a similar flash of lightning, which 
appears to be some sort of a Marchant 
signature. 7

4 5
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In addition, the Clark descendants told 
me some interesting information that 
fully supports the theory that George 
made his Clark Electric typewriter while 
at (or for) Marchant: in fact, it seems like 
they provided him with tools and ma-
chinery in order to do research and de-
velopment, and even built a home work-
shop for him. This information comes 
from a court case involving Marchant 
in 1947. George C. had died and his wife 
Lydia was interviewed about a situation 
in which he was involved in 1919. From 
original letters still treasured by the 
Clark family, we know that Henry Gif-
ford Hardy, an attorney in San Francisco, 
spoke with Lydia and reported on her 
testimony to his colleague, John Ryan, 
in New York. He described her as intel-
ligent and telling a straightforward story. 
The documents also describe how “the 
Marchant Calculator Company employed 
George C. Clark, assisted him with the 
purchase of the El Patio house [in Oak-
land], and provided him with workshop 
equipment and other assistance.”

So, all in all, it soon became apparent 
that when I received the pictures of the 
Clark Electric Typewriter I was probably 
looking at what can be considered the 
most thrilling find of recent years in the 
field of typewriter collecting. Luckily, the 
man who found the Clark typewriter—a 
California office supply dealer who still 
sells typewriters today!—while antiquing 
on the road back from a visit to his moth-
er, was smart enough to take a picture 
of the machine with his phone before 
leaving the antiques store to do addi-
tional research once he was back home. 
But he did not buy it, and when he asked 

for information and I told him how rare it 
was, he had to drive more than 100 miles 
to go back there (with fingers crossed) in 
the hope that in the whole two weeks that 
went by nobody had purchased it. Fortu-
nately, we know the end of the story, and 
I am the proud new owner of this amaz-
ing piece of typewriter history that I am 
glad to show for the first time to ETCetera 
readers worldwide. 8  9  10  11

The first interesting feature of the 
typewriter is its look, which with its 
dome-shaped top cover is very unusual, 
to say the least. Just like the Blickensder-
fer Electric, the Clark is a rather compact 
machine, halfway beween a portable and 
a standard, measuring only 8.5 inches 
in width and 14 inches in length (15.5 
inches considering the extra room for 
the motor at the back of the frame). It is 
also relatively lightweight—considering 
the magnets, the motor, and the overall 

complexity of the mechanisms—thanks 
to its aluminum frame. As the patent 
claims describe in detail, the most impor-
tant electrical components on the Clark 
are the “electro-magnets, positioned at 
either side of the oscillating type-shaft” 
and the “means operated by the keys on 
the keyboard to close the circuit through 
said magnets, said means comprising a 
swinging bail at either side of the center 
of the keyboard, movable by the adja-
cent keys, and a pair of contact mem-
bers being movable by the bail to close 
the circuit.” The motor giving power to 
the mechanism is perfectly hidden in 
the frame at the back of the typewriter, 
where the power cord exits. Unlike the 
earlier Blickensderfer Electric, on which 
backspace and shift are not electrically 
powered, all the functions on the Clark 
Electric are powered, including shift, 
backspace and carriage return.

6

7

8
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In addition to these electrical innova-
tions brought by Clark’s invention to the 
world of typewriters, the patent applica-
tion is focused on the printing mecha-
nism, describing in (redundant) detail 
that “the principal structural features 
reside in a universal, oscillating, rock-
ing type bar which carries the segmental 
printing plate and a traveling contact 
arm, the latter operative over a seg-
ment provided with a series of movable 
contact pins corresponding in number 
and position to the printing keys on the 
keyboard.”

The type segment used on the Clark 
typewriter is very similar to that of the 
earlier Keystone and Sterling typewrit-
ers, with three rows of characters for 
lower case, upper case and figures/
punctuation, but unlike these machines, 
the type segment of the Clark is divided 
in two halves, the bottom being flat and 
fixed to provide proper alignment of the 
movable swinging upper half that car-
ries the characters. Inking on the Clark 
is also quite unique, being performed 
by means of a very peculiar inkpad that 
embraces the type segment: specifically, 
as the patent reads, “between the con-
vexed surface of the type plate and the 
platen roll is removably fixed a concaved 
velvet inkpad [...] fitted with a resilient 
shield of metal in the center of which is a 
square hole just large enough to allow the 
free passage of a type.” Another peculiar 
characteristic of the Clark is its unusual 
reddish keyboard (including shift keys, 
carriage return and back spacer keys) 
that is made of the same isolating mate-
rial used to close the coils inside the 
machine. It is a universal 3-row QWERTY 
keyboard, as described in the patent ap-
plication, where the inventor also details 
the position of the characters on the type 
segment, which was designed so that 
“the most frequently used characters 
have the shortest distance to travel” and 
“the characters on the right-hand side 
of the center are selected by the keys on 
the same side of the machine” and vice 
versa. What is nice is that, as Clark made 
clear in his patent application, thanks to 
electricity, only “a light pressure of any 
key” is needed to operate the machine, 
with “the current flowing to and energiz-
ing either the right or left positioning 
magnet” to make the typesegment swing 
to the right or left and strike the selected 
character onto the platen. 

9

10

11
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The Clark is a fully working machine 
(not simply an early stage, incomplete 
prototype) but most definitely not a 
production line machine. Everything is 
made with extreme accuracy for details 
but several parts are clearly handmade 
(some cast metal parts were even ad-
justed by hand—for instance, where the 
motor goes Clark clearly had to grind off  
some metal to make the motor fit!). The 
only mass-produced component of the 
typewriter is the carriage, which was 
taken directly off  a Smith Premier 10 
typewriter. 12  The typical “10 A” marking 
can be seen when moving the carriage to 
a side. The fact that the Smith Premier 10 
typewriter is a 1908 product adds value 
to my theory that Clark started working 
on his typewriter project well before the 
patent was issued, during the years in 
which he worked at Marchant or maybe 
even earlier, when he was employed at 
Burlingame and was working on the 
transmitting typewriter design. 

In line with this, it is now time to 
mention that the descendants of George 
Clark still own an earlier, more crudely 
made prototype 13  14  15  that was proba-
bly intended just as a first design to work 
on. The machine, featuring the very same 
Smith Premier 10 carriage but with no 
escapement and no platen, has a crude 
wood frame and was not intended to 
actually type: the keytops were blank and 
the type segment was also plain, with no 
characters, and there was no inkpad. It 
was also not intended to have any shift 
keys or spacebar. The electrical compo-
nent was already mostly decided on this 
early model, although it later changed on 
Clark’s patent and on the final product he 
built: specifically, as can be seen in the 
pictures, the location of electromagnets 
and coils was completely changed. It is 
interesting, however, that the frontal 
position of the motor is the same as in 
the 1916 patent drawings.

Assuming that my theory is cor-
rect and this first incomplete prototype 
(probably intended to test only the elec-
trical component) was finished around 
1911-1912, it took the inventor up to five 
years to complete his project and make 
the fully working final product.

In fact, in the typewriter I own, there 
is inscribed on the underside “george c. 
clark maker 2 oakland cal. 1917.” 16

It is interesting that there is a number 2, 
because all the other evidence available 

suggests that this typewriter could be the 
only complete machine he ever produced; 
maybe it was intended to be shown to 
investors to obtain funding for a full pro-
duction line. But if this number 2 is a se-
rial number, collectors can still dream of 
finding another Clark Electric typewriter 
in the wild! However, unfortunately, as 
anticipated above, George Clark was not 
able to obtain financial backup to put his 
invention into production, so it is more 
likely that this is not a real serial number 
but maybe was intended to describe the 
machine as the second one that he built 
(the first being the incomplete, wood-

base prototype still owned by the Clark 
family). In fact, it is clear that the Clark 
Electric typewriter is a hand-built and 
hand-assembled machine, so clear that 
the maker stamped his name onto it. 

Nevertheless, unlike the wood-base 
prototype, the Clark Electric typewriter 
is a fully working machine, probably 
made at Marchant, with some compo-
nents such as the cast frame parts and 
the logo suggesting that production in se-
ries was very close, so it may also be that 
a very small number of machines was 
indeed produced. In line with this, the 
position of the motor at the back of the 

12

13

14

15

16

Note the Smith Premier 10 carriage also featured in
the earlier, crudely made, and incomplete prototype
with wood base, blank keytops, and type segment.
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typewriter is different from the position 
of the motor as seen in the patent draw-
ing, 17  suggesting that he could have im-
proved the design between 1916—when 
the patent was filed—and 1917. The big 
question is why the typewriter was never 
produced in series and commercialized. 
The typewriter is compact, relatively 
lightweight and innovative, with a very 
modern look, especially when compared 
with typewriters of the same period such 
as the Yost visible 20, Oliver 9, Visigraph, 
or Woodstock. It is hard to believe that 
the problem was the fact that it’s an elec-
tric typewriter. In fact, it is believed that 
one reason for the rarity of the earlier 
Blickensderfer Electric is that when it 
was produced in 1902, electricity was 
not yet ubiquitous, so many people were 
unfamiliar with it and few of the type-
writers were sold—but this can’t be true 
for a 1917 typewriter, especially if it was 
produced at Marchant, a company claim-
ing they produced in 1915 the world’s 
first electrically powered calculator, 18  
which also received a special award at the 
Panama-Pacific International Exposition 
held in San Francisco in 1915.

It seems like the answer to the mys-
tery behind the failure of the Clark 
Electric typewriter to reach the market 
lies in an unfortunate event, a fire of 
unknown origin that swept through the 
entire factory in December 1919, leav-
ing only gaunt walls and a jumble of 
wrecked production equipment. Consid-
ering that the patent for George Clark’s 
invention was granted only in 1920, pat-
ent office bureaucracy was slow enough 
to allow this fire at Marchant to do more 
damage than what reached the eye. In 
fact, we’ll never know if a production 
line for the Clark was set up there before 
the big fire. But we are certainly lucky 
that at least one specimen survived and 
reached us today.

Since this article is intended not only 
as a description of the typewriter but 
also as a tribute to its inventor, I am 

pleased to complete this article by shar-
ing another interesting story that the 
Clark family told me. 

While George was a prolific inven-
tor, an interest in art also earned him a 
reputation in the San Francisco Bay Area 
art community as a critic, collector, and 
connoisseur. George’s artistic and me-
chanical skills came together in a piece of 
California history when a friend per-
suaded him to create what would become 
his most well-known achievement—the 
so-called Drake “Plate of Brass,” 19  an 
elaborate academic prank. For years after 
Beryl Shinn found it in Marin County 
in 1936, many historians accepted the 

plate as a genuine artifact of Sir Francis 
Drake’s 1579 landing in California. Metal-
lurgical tests in the 1970s confirmed it 
to be a fake, and research begun in the 
1990s disclosed the names of the hoaxers, 
including George C. Clark, in 2003. (For 
further information see E. Von der Porten 
et al., “Who Made Drake’s Plate of Brass?” 
California History magazine, California 
Historical Society, February 2003.)

George died in Oakland in 1942. After 
his wife Lydia’s death in 1953, their chil-
dren donated about sixty paintings from 
his collection to the Oakland Museum, a 
group of paintings now called the George 
and Lydia Clark Collection. ■

17

18

19
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typewriter history as we receive it 
is often characterized by guesses—fre-
quently, in the absence of other docu-
mented information, based on patent 
dates. Such information becomes part of 
typewriter collecting tradition. Cultural 
lore is often modified only based upon 
primary data that turns up in a long-lost 
piece of ephemera. The letterhead shown 
here is just such an important document. 
It includes data that requires a modifica-
tion of the year for the initiation of the 
manufacture of the National Model 1 Type 
Writer. Standard references on typewriter 
history give the year 1889, as the specified 
or implied introduction date (for example, 
see Lippman 1992, p. 122; Adler 1997, p. 
168; Martin 1949, p. 108). The source of 
that date is supposedly the relevant U.S. 
patent date, but the patent was submitted 
in March, 1887 and granted in May, 1891. 
However, the content of this Wednesday, 
January 2, 1889 letter, signed by Henry 
Harmon Unz, the inventor himself, states 
clearly in the first paragraph that a type-
writer has been shipped that was ordered 
by the addressee, Charles F. Fisler, the 
past Tuesday. That date was Christmas 
Day, December 25, 1888. Without further 
documentation, it is reasonable to modify 
the introduction year to 1888, even though 
that precedes the year of the granting 
of the patent. Discovery of whether Mr. 
Fisler’s National was the first one the 
company manufactured or one of several 
manufactured in 1888 must await further 
discoveries in the written record. ■

I am deeply grateful to tube collector Bill Condon for the 
information shared on his website that made the begin-
ning of my research possible. I have tried to get in touch 
with him through tube collectors’ associations, but 
unfortunately I was told that he died a few years ago. It 
would have been great to talk to him and show him the 
typewriter that he was the first ever to mention. I was 

Clark Electric Acknowledgements also able to get in touch with the Clark family and I am 
also very grateful to them because the additional infor-
mation and pictures they provided made most of this 
article possible. Lastly, I am in debt to my good friend 
and master restorer Domenico Scarzello from Bra, Italy 
(www.typewriterstory.com) who disassembled the Clark 
Electric Typewriter, cleaned and adjusted each single 
piece, and tested the electrical components to make it 
fully functional again after almost 100 years.

National News

by peter weil

Change in Initial Production Date of the
National Model 1 (Philadelphia) Type Writer
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the main differences between the 
newsroom in this mid-20th-century 
photograph¹ and a newsroom today is 
that the typewriters, so prominent a 
technology here, have been replaced 
with desktop or laptop computers and 
the number of reporters and editors has 
diminished with the decreasing impor-
tance of printed news. In the 1945-50 
period when this image was made, the 
tableau it presented was both prosaic and 
iconic, with the newspapers they pro-
duced being regarded by many as a major 
institution—“the fourth estate,” for bet-
ter or worse, of the democratic societies 
they enjoyed. The newsroom dominated 
by typewriters was the end result of a 
series of events that redefined “news” 
and newspapers, including the impor-
tant role that typewriters played in those 
transformations. Those changes began in 
the first half of the 19th century, and, by 
the beginning of the next century, news-

rooms of daily newspapers looked little 
different from those of a half century 
later other than the brands and models of 
the typewriters and the clothing styles of 
the reporters and editors (see 1911 photo 
of a news office in Iowa 2  ).²

Weekly newspapers were typical in 
the U.S. between the middle of the 18th 
century and the end of the first quar-
ter of the nineteenth century. With the 
founding of the first U.S. daily, the Penn-
sylvania Evening Post in 1783, the pressure 
on newspapers to rapidly create content 
began. Until 1850, most daily newspa-
pers were in the cities of the northeast. 
Until the 1840s, most of the content was 
highly politicized and polemical, with 
the papers’ primarily being aligned with 
one or another national party and its 
local organization. The widespread use 
of telegraphs and the introduction of 
faster steam-based trans-Atlantic ship-
ping meant that more “hard news” was 

available on a more timely basis. Specific 
columns were created for news off  the 
telegraph wire and ships. During the 
twenty years before the American Civil 
War, this innovation alone made more 
news systematically available to dailies in 
the east and to the increasing number of 
dailies in the cities of the west. Thus, the 
telegraph, shipping by steam-powered 
boats, the growth of cities, and the intro-
duction of regional and national organi-
zations for sharing news created systems 
of more rapid news gathering and distri-
bution. The value of these new systems 
was demonstrated in the reporting of the 
Mexican-American War in 1846-1848. The 
challenge, which was greatest for dailies, 
was the rapid conversion of information 
from these increased number of sources 
into stories that then could be accurately 
read by typesetters and could effectively 
utilize new high-speed presses for fast 
distribution in the form of newspapers. 

ephemera : by peter weil

Typewriters
make the news

1
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It was in this context that the much 
larger and longer Civil War (1861-1865) 
took place, greatly expanding the prob-
lems of rapidly obtaining and distribut-
ing accurate information about the war, 
transforming that information into news 
stories, and then transforming the stories 
accurately into print. The challenge was 
addressed by increases in the number of 
reporters (both on the scenes of the war 
and at the news offices) and increases in 
the number of editors employed in copy-
reading and rewriting stories, which 
were then read as handwritten stories by 
the typesetters. 

Newspapers—dailies in cities and 
weeklies in small towns in the rural 
U.S.—became a regular component of 
American culture. The postwar growth in 
cities and towns expanded the number of 
dailies and weeklies, including the week-
ly and monthly magazines, as urbaniza-
tion and postwar westward migration 
increased.³ Newspapers were a major 
growth industry in the late nineteenth 
century. The number of daily papers 
grew from 971 in 1880 to 2226 in 1900. 

A major factor in making that expan-
sion possible at an economic scale was 
the invention and commercial introduc-
tion of typewriters into the packaging of 
news data and the writing and rewrit-
ing of news stories. It was so because 
of the typewriter’s capacity to decrease 
the error rate caused by hand-written 
news copy and to increase the speed of 
the production and correction of copy. 
For example, concerning the packaging 
issue and the role of the telegraph in 
delivering information to newspapers, 
this advertising letter touts the central 
importance of a Pittsburg Visible #10 in 
the rapid telegraphic communication 
of information about the assassination 
of President McKinley in 1901. 4  Put 
another way, typewriters increased the 
quality of news source information and 
the productivity of reporters in story 
writing and of copy editors in reading 
and editing stories, thereby increasing 
the production of printed newspapers in-
cluding more hard news stories contain-
ing far fewer errors in what was written, 
edited, and typeset. The last function, 
setting type, itself was made far quicker 
and more efficient not only through the 
setter’s receiving stories that were made 
fully legible through typing, but also 
through the introduction of typesetting 

machines, such as this early (ca. 1886-87) 
Linotype machine. 6

In this historical context, it has long 
been recognized that the most impor-
tant inventors of the first keyboard 
typewriters had been journalists and/
or writers before they created their 

2
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agree that Sholes, a journalist and editor 
of six news outlets over thirty years be-
fore his invention activities, was focused 
on the development of a book numbering 
machine. It was not until Carlos Glidden, 
having read a story in 1867 in Scientific 
American on Pratt’s machine, pointed 
out to Sholes that his invention might be 
used to print letters as well as numbers, 
that Sholes embraced the idea of devel-
oping what became his “Type Writer.” 
No doubt, his background as a journalist 
affected his enthusiastic acceptance of 
the idea, but this newspaper experience 
was not a direct, original motivation for 
his creation of a printing machine. 

The clearest case of such a motivation 
is that of James B. Hammond. Even be-
fore he became a journalist, his intensive 
need to write large amounts by hand 
while at the University of Vermont (1857-
1861) and his concerns about the pain that 
caused him resulted in his sketching out 
machines to replace handwriting. He be-
gan news writing before graduating, and 
early in the Civil War, he became a field 
war reporter for the New York Tribune. As 
such, Hammond wrote many stories by 
hand under difficult conditions. After the 
war, he became involved in theological 
training, but he returned to his interests 
in developing a writing machine based 
on his ideas by the early 1870s. His work 
intensified after hearing about the Sholes 
and Glidden. He was convinced that his 
ideas about a piano keyboard and a strik-
ing system that pressed the paper against 
a type were superior to the system of the 
Sholes and Glidden. This drive and his 
working with Pratt’s ideas and techni-
cal assistance resulted in the Hammond 
#1 of 1884. So there is a link between the 
journalistic background of early type-
writer inventors and their inventions, 
but that link, other than in the case of 
Hammond, is a general and loose one. 

From the beginning of the marketing 
of typewriters, Remington and, after it, 
other manufacturers, recognized that 
sales to those working in newspapers 
and their close cousins, magazines, 
were to be vital to their success (see 
1876 advertisement for the Type Writer, 
which gives a high priority to editors 
and reporters 3  ). Larger daily papers, 
such as the South Bend (Indiana) Tribune, 
represented potentially large sales (see 
delivery of typewriters to the Tribune 
around 1914-15 5  ). But, because they 

writing machines. These innovators 
included Alfred E. Beach, John Pratt, 
Christopher L. Sholes, Lucien Crandall, 
James B. Hammond, and Byron Brooks. 
Moreover, major enablers and associ-
ates in the development and marketing 
of their machines included men with a 
strong journalistic background, includ-
ing so vital a figure as James Densmore 
and figures of somewhat less importance, 
such as David R. Locke (aka “Petroleum 
Nasby”), the journalistic humorist, who 
led the Locke, Yost and Bates firm early 
in marketing of the Sholes and Glidden.⁴ 
The implication is that these people’s ex-

periences in those journalistic and writ-
ing roles resulted in specific motivations 
to replace handwriting with a machine 
that could print words and, for many, the 
potential increase in the efficiency of the 
production of newspapers by decreas-
ing the rate of errors in the process that 
ran from the acquisition of information 
to the printing of the papers. While I am 
sure that their histories as news profes-
sionals broadly encouraged these innova-
tors, that encouragement appears most 
frequently to have come after the exis-
tence of one or more writing machines. 
For example, most typewriter historians 

7
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were so numerous, weekly newspapers 
in small towns and rural counties also 
constituted a large potential market. 
While the pressures of time were not 
as great as they were in the production 
of dailies, the advantages of typed copy 
and clean copy for typesetting by the 
turn of the 20th century were signifi-
cantly realized by the owners of these 
small publications. It was common on 
small weeklies for the same person to be 
reporter, editor, and typesetter, with only 
some part-time assistance from a fam-
ily member or employee. For example, 
in this 1914 portrait 7  in which Henry 
O. Folkstad is the primary subject, he is 
shown in his role as reporter on his Royal 
Standard (or #1) for his newspaper, the 
Arnegard (South Dakota) Call. He also ap-
pears to have acted as editor and to have 
been aided by the anonymous woman on 
the left in editing, typesetting, and print-
ing the paper on the nearby presses. 

A comparable example of a small 
weekly paper’s use of a single typewriter 
as part of its multi-stage production pro-
cess is the Middletown (Indiana) News, 8

as presented here in this March, 1910 im-
age. Typical of many such publications, 
the newspaper began in the 19th century 
as a partisan voice, in this case, of the 
Republican Party of the area. Even by 
the time the portrait of its owner-editor-
reporter, Benjamin R. Inman, was made, 
with his American #8 available to him 
on his desk, the paper still was strongly 
partisan (as indicated by the photograph 
of the then recently-elected William 
Howard Taft). 

The Williams #6 in this 1908 por-
trait of T.W. Wrench was central to the 
publication of a newspaper in St. George, 
Georgia, that had a quite different, 
non-political bias. 9  Wrench arrived in 
the town as part of a land development 
scheme in 1905, and in 1906-07 published 
one or two weekly newspapers aimed 
at the town and surrounding Charlton 
County—the St. George Outlook or 
Gazette or both—to promote sales and 
to give the new town an aura of success. 
He did so while also holding the position 
of clerk of the thinly-populated town. 
Even after the paper stopped publication 
in 1908 and Wrench became mayor and 
had further concentrated on selling lots 
in the town (see map in photo), his and 
the scheme’s failure are suggested by the 
hole in his left shoe. 

9
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In contrast, some of the weekly pa-
pers were more successful, as indicated 
by their greater number of employees, 
which, in turn, reflected a greater divi-
sion of labor. Here, for example, we find 
a “Miss Barnett,” as the primary typist 
for the Muskogee (Oklahoma) Phoenix, 
checking her work on the publication’s 
Rem-Sho #1. Edwin P. Corley, editor 
and reporter, is sitting to her left, and 
standing behind her is “McKnight,” who 
was in charge of political cartoons and, 
probably, also layout and typesetting. 10

Another illustration of such an early-
20th-century weekly newspaper office 
is this one of the Farmer and Stockman 
in Kansas City, Missouri, in November, 
1905. 11  The typist on the Jewett #2 is a 
“Miss M. Shea.” Like many such small 
offices, it had other functions, such as, 
in this case, an adverting agency. Just as 
in smaller media offices, in somewhat 
larger ones the typewriters were at 
the center of the news process. An-
other small but multi-employee weekly 
was the Ocala (Florida) Evening Star. 13  
The division of labor is not knowable 
because no data is provided for this 1915-
1925 image, but reporting and rewrite 
were based on the LC Smith #8-10 that 
was a very typical typewriter found in 
news offices by that time. 

12
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Moreover, beyond the offices, news 
notes and stories were prepared on type-
writers in the field, especially for sports 
events and wars. 12  This early 1920s 
image of reporters using Corona #3 and 
Remington #1 or #2 portable typewrit-
ers to take notes and write stories at a 
baseball game in New York City is a stel-
lar example of the central importance of 
typewriters in the sports news process.⁵ 
A fairly early example of military report-
ing from the field from a temporary press 
office in a framed tent is this ca. 1917 
photograph showing four reporters with 
their Remington #6 typewriters.⁶ 14

Moreover, in addition to the impor-
tance of typewriters to newspapers, 
magazines found typewriters to be 
important in their production. Some of 
this began in the 1880s with offers by 
typewriter companies to place one or 
more typewriters in a magazine’s of-
fice for free in return for a story that 
included one of their machines. Here 
is a classic example, showing an April 
1886 fashion plate 19  from a story in 
Godey’s Lady’s Book that addresses the fine 
qualities of the Caligraph #2. Beyond the 
advertising value of such arrangements, 
they helped to convince magazines that 
they needed to include typewriters in 

19 20
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new evidence about what is likely 
the first manufactured and marketed 
keyboard portable typewriter has 
recently been discovered. This comes 
on the heels of our Robert Messenger’s 
substantive, strongly-documented and 
well-reasoned discussion of the subject 
of the Sholes portables and the Rem-
ington company in the last issue of this 
journal.¹ The new evidence is in the 
form of an early trade catalog that one 
of us, Martin Howard, recently added 
to his collection. The catalog, published 
and distributed by Fairbanks-Morse in 
Chicago, promoted the sale of a group 
of different models of Remington Type 
Writers designated as “Perfected.” 1  
These included, most prominently, 
the Perfected #1 (a later version of the 
Sholes and Glidden design), #2, and #4, 
but also included were the Perfected #5 
and #3 models. While all these machines 
are of interest here, we are primar-
ily focusing on the #5 Perfected Type 
Writer, a “Portable machine meeting the 
demands of Travelers [that] weighs less 
than 15 pounds,” “writes in neat small 
capitals only,” and is “made of gun- 
metal.” 2

The catalog itself includes no image 
of the Perfected #5, nor does it include 
a publication date. The earliest possible 
date is, however, included in the publi-
cation, and that is 1878, the year Rem-
ington’s machines received a gold medal 
at the Paris Exposition. 3  The latest 
possible date based on the distributor is 
February, 1881, indicated in an ad show-
ing when E. Remington and Sons became 
the distributor in Chicago, replacing 
Fairbanks-Morse.² 4  Within this range 
of dates, we can narrow down the dating 
of the first offering of the Perfected #5 

from another important piece of infor-
mation: a news story, “The Improved 
Type Writer,” that appeared on May 
10, 1878 in the Utica (New York) Morning 
Herald. The story includes three Rem-
ington models, #2, #4, and #5. 5  While 
the trade catalog is possibly later than 
1878 and as late as the last few months of 
1880, it definitely could date from 1878. 
Whatever the date of the catalog, the 
newspaper pins the earliest marketing 
date for the #5 portable to the middle of 
1878. The news story confirms that the 
#5 was being offered in that year and is 
virtually certain to have been manufac-
tured and sold.

The matter of the re-use of model 
numbers for Remington typewriters 
should also be considered. By March, 
1882, Wyckoff, Seamans and Benedict 
became the “Sole Agents” in Chicago for 
the Remington Perfected Type Writer 
6  and replaced the Typewriter Depart-

ment of E. Remington and Sons in that 
role. This 1882 date is critical in under-
standing that the #5 portable and the #3 
model in the Fairbanks-Morse catalog 
are not the well-known Standard #5 
and Standard #3 models that Wyckoff  
and company later introduced during 
the well-documented period of 1886-

87. Instead, they are early attempts by 
Remington and Fairbanks, its designated 
primary distributor, to meet the needs of 
railroads and other businesses that re-
quired a wider carriage (with the model 
3) and “travelers” (with the Perfected 
model 5). The post-1886 Standard #5 
had a shift keyboard and was at least as 
heavy as a Standard #2. It is impossible 
to describe this early Perfected #3, other 
than to note that the Fairbanks-Morse 
catalog implies that it is an improved 
version of a still earlier #3. As it notes, 
the #3 “has been entirely remodeled.” 

That brings us to the tantalizing 
question: what does the Remington 
Perfected #5 look like? There are three 
likely possible configurations for this 
pioneering portable: 

Turning to the first option, with 
the #5’s being like a light #4, it should 
be noted that in the catalog, the #4 is 
indicated as being “finished in the style 

New Evidence
for the First
Portable
Typewriter
by peter weil
with martin howard
and robert messenger

1. Its design was based on the Perfected 
#4, an all-caps machine that itself was 
of a similar design to the #2;

2. Its design was based on the second 
version of the Sholes portable; and 

3. Its form was different from either of 
these first two possibilities. 

1 2
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of No. 2.” No such equivalent statement 
concerning either the #2 or the #4 is 
made in the catalog’s description of the 
#5. Secondly, while the #4 is the lightest 
of the models not specifically designated 
for travelers, it still weighs (without 
baseboard or metal cover) an average 
of a full 23 pounds (10.4 kilograms). In 
contrast, the #5 was touted as weigh-
ing “less than 15 lbs.” (ca. 6.8 kilograms). 
This meant that the #5 weighed at least 8 
pounds (3.6 kilograms) less than the #4. 
The frame of the #4 was made of “gray 
cast iron.” This form of cast iron weighs 
442 pounds per cubic foot (7.08 kilograms 
per liter). However, the frame of the #5 
was made from a different, much heavier 
metal called “gunmetal,” which weighs 
544 pounds per cubic foot (8.71 kilograms 
per liter). It is a material originally used 
to make cannons and, later, guns and 
rifles. It was valued for its relatively 
high tensile strength (221 to 310 MPa), 
much higher than that of cast iron (14-35 
MPa). This greater strength of gunmetal 
certainly is an attractive quality in a por-
table typewriter, but the greater weight 
is not. Thus, how could the frame of the 
#5 be made of gunmetal and still weigh a 
full one-third less than the Perfected #4? 
One might argue that, because gunmetal 

was so much stronger than cast iron, the 
walls of the #5’s frame were at least a 
third thinner than those of the Perfected 
#4.³ If this first option for the Perfected 
#5’s design is the actual one, it will be 
difficult to know whether a #5 is already 
in one of the typewriter community’s 
collections. The reason is that Perfected 
#4’s with serial numbers below 3000 
have no model number on them. There is 
no model number on the spacebar guard, 
the frame above the keys, or as the first 
number in the serial number. So, if the 
Perfected #5 looks just like a Perfected 
#4, the only ways that a Perfected #5 
could be distinguished from a Perfected 
#4 are testing the frame with a magnet 
and weighing it. If you do own a Reming-
ton that you have cataloged as a Perfected 
#4, we hope you will test it right away. If 

the magnet does not stick and if it alone 
weighs around fifteen pounds, please 
share the results with us. However, given 
what we have said about the Perfected 
#5’s having to be a lighter copy of a Per-
fected #4, yet made of a heavier metal, 
this option is unlikely. 

A second design option is that the 
Perfected #5 looks like the second version 
of Sholes’ portable typewriter, a small, 
light, caps-only design. 7  This version 
came into the possession of Remington in 
1877. Note there is no late 1870s or early 
1880s patent for a portable assigned to 
Remington. The reasons are as follows. 
James Densmore claimed that its central 
characteristics were all covered by the 
patents that Remington already owned, 
and he gave Remington rights to the 
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“keep cool” is an expression which 
we might assume belongs almost exclu-
sively to the post-typewriter age. Yet it 
was used way back in November 1887 by 
typewriter expert Oscar Woodward in 
a letter he sent from the United States 
Patent Office in Washington to his friend, 
Scottish-Canadian Detroit Free Press 
columnist Robert Barr (pen name Luke 
Sharp, as in “look sharp”). Woodward was 
alerting Barr that an “electrical typewrit-
er” had been invented and was “half pat-
ented,” but advising Barr to remain calm 
about news of the impending develop-
ment. Barr keenly anticipated the “great 
invention, although, of course, it will be 
nothing to the telephonograph shortly to 
be put forward by Mr. Edison.”

Woodward had been referring to 
the “Dynamograph”, 5  a transmitting 
typewriter invented by Philadelphia 
electrician James Francis McLaughlin 
(1864-1928). 2  The “Dynamograph” 
went on to attract quite a lot of publicity 
around the world in 1888-89, including 
in New Zealand’s Tuapeka Times and 
The Shearer’s Record in far off  Australia, 
which (sight unseen of course) called 
it “one of the cleverest applications of 
electricity.” Credit for coining the word 
“dynamograph” actually belongs to that 
great American railroad engineer and 
inventor Plimmon Henry Dudley (1843-
1924), a close friend from childhood of 
President James A. Garfield. Dudley had 
applied it to a machine capable of detect-
ing irregularities in tracks and low joints. 
It was McLaughlin who used it in relation 
to the “electrical typewriter” he devel-
oped in 1886, when he was just 22. 

McLaughlin was one of the first in-
truders in a field which, during the next 
30 years, would produce many contend-
ers but few if any real winners. Essen-
tially, this checkered history of attempts 
to perfect a “transmitting typewriter” 
is one littered with frustration and 

ultimately failure. In 1949 newspapers 
across the United States ran a three-line 
item stating, “The teletype, the modern 
telegraph transmitting typewriter, had 
its beginnings as far away back as 1846.” 
There was no explanation for this claim. 
The real start came in the 1880s, within a 
decade of the advent of the typewriter.

McLaughlin was left orphaned at age 
of eight and a year later, in 1873, went to 
work as a messenger boy for the Western 
Union Telegraph Company. In 1878 he 
joined the Bell Telephone Company and 
by 15 was a first-class telegraph operator. 
He later worked as a linesman. McLaugh-
lin invented many of the telephone 
devices used by Bell and entered into un-
successful litigation against Bell for using 
his patents. All he got for his troubles 
was ownership of Alexander Graham 
Bell’s original telephone.

In April 1887 McLaughlin claimed his 
“electrical typewriter” would be “the 
most formidable rival that has yet arisen 
against the Bell Telephone Company, 
as well as against the entire system of 
modern telegraphy.” His machine had an 
automatic carriage return and an electri-
fied keyboard, using the same battery 
as in a Morse transmitter. This could be 
disconnected so the typewriter could be 
used normally. The machine could send a 
message to up to 20 destinations simulta-
neously, “in absolute secrecy”, while the 
sender retained a copy. Messages could 
be typed at 65 words a minute, compared 
to up to 30 words a minute for a tele-
graph operator using Morse.

McLaughlin persisted with his trans-
mitting typewriter until 1896, by which 
time he had turned his attention back 
to electrified locomotives and trams. In 
an inventive 30-year period from 1883, 
he devised electric cars, motors, brakes, 
clutches, generators, soldering tools, time 
recorders, lighting and lamps, bar heat-
ers, switches, telephone transmitters, 

From the McLaughlin

to the Murray

bells and even cigar lighters. His obituary 
attributed 250 patents to him.  From 1907-
1912 and again from 1915-1923 McLaughlin 
served as the chief of Philadelphia’s elec-
trical bureau. In 1911 he proudly declared 
his hand in Philadelphia’s being “the best 
lighted city in the world.”

In 1887 McLaughlin had been head-
fastly followed into the hazardous sphere 
of electric transmitting typewriters by 
Marcus Wesley Dewey (1861-1958). For 
this equally prolific Syracuse inventor, 
however, typewriters were but a mere 
passing fad. Like McLaughlin, his pri-
mary interests were in electric railways, 
vehicles, boats, lighting, heaters, water 
heating, refrigeration and soldering 
and welding. Having made a significant 
contribution to the development of the 
refrigerator, Mark Dewey moved to Cali-
fornia to become a patent attorney.

Other pioneers among transmitting 
typewriters included:

Samuel Van Buren Essick (1841-
1900), of Alliance, Ohio, and later Yon-
kers, a Civil War veteran who invented a 
printing telegraph in 1881. 6  G.C. Mares 
described it as the “Electric Typewritten 
News Bulletin.”

Michael Hoffman Wilson (1856-1910), 
of Brooklyn, who patented an auto-
graphic telegraph in 1884. Mares called 
it a “telescriptor.” Mares says it was a 
typewriter with electric contacts under 
each key.

John Burry (1861-1907), a Swiss-born 
electrician of Boston and later New 
Jersey who patented a printing telegraph 
system in 1889 and worked on it for the 
next 15 years. Mares wrote extensively 
about the Burry page-printing telegraph, 
which Western Union continued to 
develop into the mid-1930s. In 1901 Burry 
also patented cryptographic type.

Leonard Ulrich Kamm (1860-1926), of 
London, who invented a printing tele-
graph based on a Hammond typewriter 

A Short and Unhappy History

of Transmitting Typewriters
to 1931

portables, etcetera : by robert messenger
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in 1895. Mares called the Bavarian-born 
Kamm’s Zerograph 1  “probably the 
most wonderful of all” these types of 
machines. Kamm later became far more 
involved in motion pictures.

Donald Murray (1865-1945), 4  of 
Auckland, Sydney, London and New 
York. The New Zealand-born journalist 
devised the “Murray Automatic Printing 
Telegraphy System” 3  based on a duplex 
telegraph printer and what became 
known as the five-level character code 
International Telegraph Alphabet No 2 
(ITA2, also known as the CCITT No 2 code 
in the US). ITA2 was in use until the sev-
en-level ASCII emerged in 1963. Murray’s 
teletypewriters were developed starting 
in November 1892 and were successfully 
demonstrated in New York in 1899 and 
London in 1901. Murray continued to 
improve the system for Western Union 
until 1925. Western Union still used Mur-
ray’s code until the 1950s. In 1925, Murray 
transferred the North American rights to 
his patents to F.G. Creed (see below), who 
in turn sold out to IT&T three years later.

Charles Elmer Yetman (1863-1949), 
of Oak Park, Illinois, who in 1903 suc-
cessfully produced a Morse code trans-
mitting typewriter. From 1889 Yetman 
spent six years working in the railroad 
business in Ohio as a telegraph operator. 

He conceived the idea of his transmitting 
typewriter during this time and in 1895 
moved to Oak Park to work on the ma-
chine. He applied for his first patent for a 
“Combined Type-Writer and Telegraphic 
Transmitter” that year. The first Yetmans 
were made in Ilion, and reached the 
market in June 1903. To considerable fan-
fare, the $150 Yetmans were installed in 
newspaper and telegraph offices across 
the US and Canada in the next two years.  
The Yetman was arguably the most com-
mercially successful of all transmitting 
typewriters. For reasons not immediately 
apparent, it was said by the Pittsburgh 
Weekly Gazette to have been particularly 
welcomed by “the pugilistic stars.” Yet 
the Yetman Transmitting Typewriter 
Company went bankrupt in 1906, with 
$155,397 in liabilities and $55,126 in assets 
at Ilion. The next year the company was 
reincorporated in Albany and production 
briefly resumed when the factory was 
moved to Williamstown, Massachusetts. 
Yetmans built in Williamstown were 
used by the Postal Telegraph Company to 
send out election returns.

Hans Knudsen (1872-?) was a mys-
terious Danish engineer and inveterate 
inventor who, like Murray, spent time in 
London and New York in the early part 
of the 20th century demonstrating and 

patenting his various devices; his main 
interest became the transmission of pic-
tures, and he was later involved in the de-
velopment of television. He also invented 
the “Liquid Air” automobile.

Henry Augustus Rowland (1848-
1901), the famous Baltimore physicist, ap-
plied for a patent for a QWERTY telegra-
phy keyboard just before he died. Murray 
said Rowland’s was the only fully-devel-
oped, high capacity multiplex system to 
compare with his own. As it transmitted 
straight from a typewriter keyboard, 
instead of a tape, it attained no greater 
output and no labor saving over Morse.

Charles Luman Buckingham (1852-
1909), Emil Germann (1862-1952) and 
John Charles Barclay (1856-1934), all of 
New York. Barclay was chief engineer 
for Western Union and developed the 
Buckingham-Barclay system, which 
Buckingham had started working on for 
Western Union in 1881. Barclay added 
to it a typewriter keyboard in 1905. 
An operators’ strike in 1907 hastened 
Western Union’s conversion to the Mur-
ray mechanical system. Western Union 
bought the rights to Murray’s system in 
1912, to be adapted by Western Electric 
for Western Union conditions. Murray 
had fully supplanted the Buckingham-
Barclay system by 1916.

1

2

3

4

Zerograph McLaughlin Murray
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John Edward Wright, of New York. 
In 1881 Wright patented a printing 
telegraph with Jacob Holmes Longstreet 
(1857-1928). Between 1891 and 1914, 
Wright worked for the American Type 
Telegraph Company and later established 
the Wright Telegraphic Typewriter 
Company, further developing the printer 
telegraph on his own. It ultimately had 
a typewriter keyboard. In 1909 this was 
adopted by the Postal Telegraph-Cable 
Company in preference to the Murray 
system, for which Postal had underwrit-
ten the development. The Wright (or 
the Burlingame system) may have been 
the unnamed machine launched at the 
Chicago Business Show in February that 
year. But Postal abandoned Wright in 1911 
and reverted to Morse. Postal much later 
used the Morkrum system (see below).

Elmer Allah Burlingame (1879-1935), 
of La Porte, Illinois, who, like Murray 
before him, placed typewriters on top 
of telegraphic devices. In Burlingame’s 
case, they were L.C. Smith and Stearns 
typewriters. 7  In 1908 he established the 
Burlingame Telegraphing Typewriter 
Company with a factory in Boston. It was 
taken over by the Consolidated Printing 
Telegraph Company of New York, which 
went bankrupt in June 1911. Burlingame’s 
“invention” was actually based on that of 
Adolph Hans Friedrich Schaar (1870-
1940), an Oakland, California, instrument 
maker and telegraph reporter. Schaar 
developed the Tel-Autoprint, using a 
Hammond keyboard, and sold the rights 
to the United States Wireless Printing 
Telegraph Company in 1907. Schaar’s 
machine 8  could send and receive mes-
sages by both tape and page over long 
distances. The electric rectifier for it was 
invented by aviation pioneer John Joseph 
Montgomery (1858-1911). Postal Telegraph 
& Cable Corporation president Clarence 
Hungerford Mackay (1874-1938) approved 
the Schaar machine for use through a 
cable between New York and Cuba. The 
first advertisement for the Burlingame 
machine appeared in the Los Angeles 
Herald in April 1908 and acknowledged 
Schaar’s prior invention. After the 
collapse of the Burlingame venture, 
Consolidated acquired the Schaar and 
Burlingame patents, along with those of 
the perforated typewriter paper device 
that Gustaf Swenson, of Pittsburgh, 
had originally assigned to Underwood, 
the printing telegraph system of Frank 

Bankson Rae, Jr. (1879-) and the print-
ing telegraph, telegraph transmitter and 
printing machine of John Charles Barclay 
(see above). With the quick demise of 
Consolidated, an American Printing Tele-
graph Security Company was formed. 

Edward Ernst Kleinschmidt (1876-
1977), a Bremen-born émigré who in 1924 
joined forces with Morkrum (see below) 
and whose subsequent Kleinschmidt 
Laboratories became part of Smith-
Corona in 1956; he was probably the “Bill 
Gates of Brooklyn.”

Charles Lyon Krum (1852-1937) and 
his son Howard Lewis Krum (1883-
1961), of Chicago, who took up the work 
of Frank Dillaye Pearne (1876-1927) and 
developed a teleprinter with Joy Morton 
(1855-1934) and his son Sterling Morton 
(1885-1961). Krum machines used Oliver 
and Blickensderfer typewriters, but 
were also influenced by the Hammond 
keyboard. The Morkrum company 
(named after Morton and Krum) became 
Morkrum-Kleinschmidt (see above), 
which was sold to the American Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company (AT&T) 
in 1930 for $30 million. Out of this came 
the Teletype Corporation, which, as with 
Morkrum machines, continued to use 
Murray’s principles.

Tullio Venier Giara (1874-), of Milan, 
travelled to the United States from Genoa 
at least three times in the early part of 
the 20th century, each time with a new, 
grandiose scheme, including the pneu-
matic tire and a flying machine. Among 
them was also a multiplex telegraph 
system in 1904-05, which became a 
“diplex typewriting telegraph” in 1911. 
It was called the Telegraphic Mail and 
at various times looked to be based on 
a Blick Electric and a Hammond. Giara 
based himself first in Boston and later in 
New York while in the US, but remained 
an Italian citizen.

Frederick George Creed (1871–1957), 
Canadian-born inventor who bought 
the North American rights to Murray’s 
patents in 1925. In 1897 Creed spent 15 
shillings on a second-hand typewriter at 
the Sauchiehall Street market in Glasgow 
to start his experiments, despite being 
told by Lord Kelvin “there is no future in 
that idea.” In 1911 he developed a print-
ing apparatus controlled by perforated 
tape. In 1928 Creed’s company was sold 
to International Telephone & Telegraph 
(IT&T, now ITT Corp). ■

Thanks to Flavio Mantelli for the photo of the 
Zerograph in his collection.

Thanks to Peter Weil for providing the illustration of the 
Essick from Miner’s Specialties for Shorthand Writ-
ers and Typewriter Operators (New York: E.N. and 
L.A. Miner, 1886-87), frontispiece. The book is in the 
collections of the Hagley Museum and Libraries, Wilm-
ington, Delaware, which generously granted permission 
for it to be copied and reprinted.

5

6

7

8

Dynamograph

Burlingame

Essick

Schaar



Endnotes

We want to express to Stefan Beck, Dennis Clark, Bert 
Kerschbaumer, Jim Rauen, and Paul Robert our appre-
ciation for sharing their assistance, thoughts, and sug-
gestions about the Remington Perfected #5 Type Writer. 

1. Robert Messenger, “Portables: The Sholes Por-
table,” ETCetera 109 (Summer 2015), pp. 4-7. Other 
sources for this article include Brown and Holland 
Shorthand News, vol. 1, no. 1, March 1882, p. 22; 
“Reasons for Preferring the Caligraph as a Writ-
ing Machine,” The Caligraph Quarterly, vol. 1, no. 1, 
p. 8; “The Improved Type Writer,” Utica Morning 
Herald, May 10, 1878, p. 2.; Type Writer: Perfected 
(Chicago: Fairbanks, Morse and Co.), covs + 6pp.

2. In the February 5, 1881 edition of The Chicago 
Inter Ocean, a local weekly newspaper.

3. The frame’s walls would have to be thinner than 
that because the carriage and other related parts 
would probably still have been made of iron.

Endnotes

I very much appreciate the assistance of Bert Ker-
schbaumer, Jos Legrand, and Ed Neuert in providing 
materials for this column. I also want to thank Cornelia 
Weil for her editorial assistance.

1. The location is the Philadelphia (PA) Inquirer. 
The typewriters include an LC Smith #8, an LC 
Smith Super-Speed, and an Underwood #5. This 
and all photographs and other images are from 
my collection unless otherwise indicated.

2. Note the three Oliver #5’s. For sources of this 
and other material on newspapers and type-
writer inventors, see Alfred E. Beach, “The First 
Typewriting Machine,” Scientific American, vol. 
LV, no. 25, December 18, 1886, cover; D.R. Locke, 
“The Caligraph and the Editor,” The Caligraph 
Quarterly (New York: Pusey and Rooney), vol. 1, 
no. 1, October 1882, pp 12-13; Robert Messenger, 
http://oztypewriter.blogspot.com/2013/09/crackers-
crandall-wayward-wizard-of.html and http://
oztypewriter.blogspot.com/2013/02/the-original-
typewriter-of-1856.html; National Cyclopaedia 
of American Biography, Volume III (New York: 
James T. White & Company, 1893), pp. 315-316, 
319, 321-322; D.P. Nord, Communities of Journalism 
(Chicago: Univ. of llinois Press, 2001); Paul Rob-
ert, “James Bartlett Hammond 1839-1913: A Life of 
Pain and Genius,” The Virtual Typewriter Journal, 
vol. 2, no. 2, April 2005, pp. 4-15.; “Type Writing 
Machine,” Scientific American, July 6, 1867, p. 3; 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Ross_Locke; 
http://www.historicpages.com/nprhist.htm; http://
www.nndb.com/people/097/000206476/; and 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Ameri-
can_newspapers.

3. This growth was matched by the increase in the 
number of businesses and a great increase in the 
number of larger firms with far more paperwork 
to process. The roots of the expansion of busi-
nesses and their size was initiated in the North 
during the war but increased after it. For a more 
thorough discussion of the context for increas-
ing the demand for typewriters, please see my 
“Ephemera: Marketing the Sholes and Glidden,” 
ETCetera, No. 103, September, 2013, cover + pp. 
4-9 and “Ephemera: Typewriters and Tele-
graphs,” ETCetera, No. 102, June, 2013, pp. 10-15.

4. Locke, long after his marketing experiences with 
the Sholes and Glidden, joined Yost in the selling 
of the Caligraph machines. In October of 1882, 
he wrote a brief essay on why the Caligraph was 
essential for news editing and the newspaper 
production process. See note 2 above.

5. From the Ed Neuert collection. Note that the 
handlebar mustaches on the reporters were 
either worn or later added in the darkroom as 
some sort of joke.

6. The one on the right includes a Gorin Tabulator.
7. The artist is Leonard Dove (1906-1972).

New Evidence (continued from page 17)Typewriters Make the News (continued from page 15)

men who wrote for them were given life 
by the Remingtons, Royals, Woodstocks, 
L.C. Smiths, Reporter’s Specials, Coronas 
and other machines they typed on daily. 
Typewriters made the news, and, for us, 
they still do! ■
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portable in exchange for Remington’s 
promise not to sue over any patent con-
flicts embodied in the Caligraph designs. 
Thus, from Remington’s perspective, 
there would have been no reason for it to 
have patented the little machine’s design 
in order to manufacture a model based 
on it. The second Sholes portable, a 
machine that weighed only ten pounds, 
that thus belonged to Remington was a 
much smaller machine than the Per-
fected #4. If it were “improved”—as the 
1878 article in the New York newspaper 
refers to it (with the other models)—to 
create a manufactured portable, then 
the change to a heavier material to make 
a small typewriter based on an original 
of only ten pounds might have raised its 
weight to the #5’s 15 pounds. This cer-
tainly appears more probable than the 
#4 design. But that possibility exists in 
the context that no one in the collector 
community or in museums has stated 
that he or she owns a Remington type-
writer of such a design. Perhaps some-
one has one and thought it was a Sholes 
portable, but it would weigh nearly 50% 
more than the Sholes design. So, if  you 
have one, please get out your scales and 
let us know the results.

Lastly, any other form is simply pure 
speculation at this stage. Such pie in the 
sky imagining is fun and worthwhile, 
but there is no hard evidence to test it. 
However, it is not speculation to conclude 
that Remington made and marketed a 
relatively portable typewriter, and it did 
so no later than 1878, beating Caligraph’s 
more portable #1 (10 pounds = 4.5 kilo-
grams) by two years. ■

their offices. So, by the beginning of the 
next century, typewriters were typically 
found in magazine offices, just as in those 
of newspapers. Examples of somewhat 
larger magazine offices are seen in this 
cabinet card that includes a Remington 
#6 in one room of the offices of Good 
Housekeeping Magazine in June-July, 1910 
15  and in this October 1918 image of the 
facilities of the “OK” Poultry Journal and 
Almanac in Mounds, Oklahoma, with its 
Oliver #5 and Underwood #5. 16  

The development of the print news 
media in the United States and elsewhere 
as sources of hard news, as opposed to 
partisan editorial content, was strongly 
based on the development of shared news 
sources, such as the Associated Press and 
the United Press International, which, in 
turn, were made possible by the further 
development of the telegraph and the 
introduction of teletype and telephone 
technologies. These sources included 
both basic, relatively raw information 
and complete stories written by service 
reporters. In this 1912 photo, we see the 
Washington, DC office of United Press In-
ternational, a primary source of national 
political news. 17  The two most visible 
typewriters in use here are the Monarch 
#3 on the left and the Remington #6 on 
the right. Even those news wire articles 
were regularly edited to fit the “news 
hole,” the space available relative to other 
stories the editor wanted to include. For 
example, in this 1941 image, a reporter 
has taken a story off  the Associated Press 
“cable” (teletype) and is rewriting it on a 
Woodstock #5. 18

By early in the last century, reporters, 
typewriters, and the newspapers and 
magazines they produced had become 
intertwined as iconic images in Ameri-
can popular culture. Even as early as the 
early 1920s, this man would have been 
widely-perceived as an “inveterate,” 
“brash” (note the hat worn inside a build-
ing), “rule-breaking” reporter who dug 
aggressively and incessantly for the news 
(In this case, he was a theater critic on 
his trusty Underwood #5 20  ). Similarly, 
thirty years later, we find on this cover of 
the March 1952 New Yorker magazine a so-
ciety reporter at her L.C. Smith-like ma-
chine in 1the newsroom of any one of the 
city’s several major daily newspapers.⁷ 21

Just as it was said that “ink was in their 
blood,” it could also have been fairly said 
that the news media and the women and 
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My gold-plated Erika is a very special 
machine, only one example of this was 
made! It is the first version of the model 5 

(5 a1), with the totally open ribbon spools 

and without the long line space lever. 
The machine is totally gold plated (nearly 

all visible parts)! It has the serial num-
ber 100,000 on the key comb, and that’s 

where the story begins. In the year 1929 

Seidel & Naumann reached the point of 

100,000 produced Erikas. The jubilee ma-

chine was made as a totally gold-plated 

edition and was shown in exhibitions. 
Later, in 1931, the 150,000th machine was 

produced, and the old golden machine 
was updated—not technically, but the 
machine got the number 150,000 en-
graved in very lage colored digits on the 

paper table! In later years this machine 

lost its interest for Seidel & Naumann, 
and at some time it was sold. Unfor-
tunately it had a hard life as a useful 
typewriter, and suffered big traces of use. 

In the year 2015 it finally was retired and 

found a new and good home at Bamberg 

in my collection.
Thomas Fürtig, Bamberg, Germany

8th Consecutive Annual

Typewriter Collectors’ Meeting

Oct 23, 24 and 25 near Morgantown, West Virginia

Chestnut Ridge Typewriter Museum featuring over 750 typewriters and 

100 adders

Technical presentations on maintenance  and restoration; show and tell; 

fun and games; buy, sell and trade; network with other typewriter enthu-

siasts; no cost to register or attend; expecting 30 to 50 in attendance.

For more information:

typewriter.museum@gmail.com

Phone 304-599-8075

Herman Price

195 Greenbag Road

Morgantown, WV 26501

Thomas Kramer’s Gloria is certainly an unusual find. In his opin-

ion, it is an early version of the machine that became the Everest.

Thomas Kramer’s Comet no. 2 is a prototype and 

the only known example of a Comet. Although 

clearly an imitation of the Adler, it was not pro-

duced by the Adler company.

Mark Taff ’s Hammond 1 sports a dual Greek/

Roman keyboard. It was recently restored by

collector Robert Nelson.

From Our  Members
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Just before this issue went to print, we learned that Cuyler “Ned” Brooks died on August 31 due to a fall from his roof. Born in 1938, Ned was a longtime typewriter collector and frequent contributor to col-lectors’ forums, as well as a science fiction fan and zine publisher. His enthusiastic and encyclopedic mind will be missed by many.

From the front-cover photo of the work-

ing Malling-Hansen to New on the Shelf 

on the back cover, the latest issue is 
beautifully laid out and produced. Robert 

Messenger’s, Peter Weil’s, Ted Munk’s 
and Greg Fudacz’s articles are well writ-

ten, wonderfully detailed and informa-
tive. I had not known about the Sholes 
portable or the Elgin 3-cent typewriter 
before. The Ted Munk SCM Musicwriter 

spread seems to me reminiscent of 
advertising from the 1960s, an enjoyable 

way to present his article. Your editor’s 

notes were fun—although I fall into both 

camps, I hadn’t thought much about the 

labels “typospherian” and “typosaurian.” 

Now I think there should be t-shirts! Dale Schellenger, Denver

Mark Taff ’s Hammond 1 sports a dual Greek/

Roman keyboard. It was recently restored by

collector Robert Nelson.

Gabe Burbano’s Canadian Oliver no. 2 (#1232) is the 

only one known.

Cor van Asch’s Odell has the “Indian” design typical of 

the so-called 1b model, but it was made in Chicago, not 

Lake Geneva as usual.

Marc Pellacoeur is proud of his new curved-keyboard 

Williams 1, which he calls “the best piece in my

collection.”

Nick Tauriainen’s Calanda (#8254) has an unusual 

margin system and a low-slung tilt-shift carriage.

Great job with the ETCetera! It reminded 

me that I have a few of those printing 
blocks for typewriter ads. Most are dim, 

but these two are in good condition. The 

one for the $60 National, 5.25 inches 
long, is not the expected mirror image of 

what appears in print. It was meant for 

a printing system that involves a double 

reversal. All the blocks I have are copper 

on thick wood, except the small one for 

the Selectric—that is about 1/8-inch of 
steel mounted on a solid block of some 
non-ferrous metal.

Ned Brooks, Lilburn, GA

From Our  Members
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Around the World

HBw-Aktuell
July-August 2015

• Breker auction
• Meetings in Sumiswald, Stuhr,

Pfäffikon, etc.
• Georg Sommeregger’s book on the

Hermes Baby to appear next year
• Beware of repainted red typewriters

September 2015

• Georg Sommeregger plans “type-in,
calc-in, sharp-in, hecto-in”

• Typewriter lexicon available soon
• eBay highlights

Mark Albrecht: Caligraph 3 Special, 
Demountable 2, Fay Sholes 6? (no 6 on 
paper table), nickel-plated L.C. Smith 5, 
Odell (NY)
Richard Amery: grey Hermes 2000 
#2087683 (1951),  Imperial 90 #30318307
Lynda Beckler: Blick 8 with letterhead 
and envelope
Gabe Burbano: Barr “Macy’s,” Fox 2, 
Canadian Oliver 2, Victor 2
Terry Cooksley: black Adler portable 
(ca. 1930)
Don Feldman: Densmore 1 #9168
Nick Fisher: Franklin 9 #18064, Oliver 
15 #EA21651 (1940), Radio #1926, bold type 
Blue Bird portable (1959)
Thomas Fürtig: gold-plated Erika 5, 
Felio (Nora)
Adam Golder: Hammond 12, Hammond 
Multiplex Folding, Oliver 3, glossy Un-
derwood Champion
Scott Kernaghan: Empire #60073, Royal 
Standard (1) #72185, Noiseless 5, Fox 24
Thomas Kramer: Yost 1, Gloria
(early Everest?)
Flavio Mantelli: Clark Electric, Edison 
Mimeograph 1 w/case
Rich Mohlman: Draper, two Oliver 2s
Jett Morton: Oliver L-13
Ed Neuert: Gourland, Reliance Premier 
“high-deck” model
John Payton: early Dalton 10-key adder
Franz Pehmer: Fox 4, Liga CAH,
Wellington 3
Marc Pellacoeur: curved Williams 1
Richard Polt: R.C. Allen VisOmatic 

Electrite, ivory Triumph Norm 6, Victor 
portable #0010
Herman Price: Remington Noiseless Ju-
nior, Etoile, Remtor, Remington portable 
2 in blue and gold
Ron Ronzio: Conover
Dale Schellenger: Aztec 700 (Erika 10) 
US keyboard, Caligraph 2, Demountable 2 
(parts machine), IBM 11C (from a mu-
seum that still used it daily), L. C. Smith 
2, Postal 5
Bryan Sherwood: Remington Stream-
liner # B112336 (1941)
Sirvent brothers: Smith-Corona Music-
writer #M6LT-100508
Mark Taff: newly restored Hammond 1 
#4433 (Greek/Roman kbd.)
Nick Tauriainen: Calanda #8254
Piotr Trumpiel: Bijou folding
Cor van Asch: Odell 1b (Indian design, 
but Chicago, not Lake Geneva), Victor 
index #3967
Ray Vickers: Hispano-Olivetti Studio 
46 (=42) #352647 (Spanish kbd.), Invicta 
#135202 (English kbd.), Olivetti MP1 
#27130 (Italian kbd.)

New on
the Shelf

Historische Bürowelt
Issue 100, July 2015

• History of the IFHB
• Manfred Meier profile
• Collector Albert Osterwald (1871-1932)
• The first Triumphs
• Introducing the typospherians
• Rarities from members’ collections

August 2015

• Delaware collectors’ meeting
• Philadelphia and Tampa type-ins

Smith-Corona
Typewriter Collection For Sale
The collection consists of over 600 
typewriter items that range from Smith 
Premier’s first typewriter in the 1880s to 
one of the last Smith-Corona typewrit-
ers in the 2000s and most models in be-
tween, along with all types of items that 
correspond to the typewriters, including 
ads, accessories, displays, documents, 
manuals, photos, shipping crates, etc. 
It took 25 years to complete the collec-
tion with items from 44 of the 50 United 
States, Washington DC, four Canadian 
provinces and three foreign countries. 

The items are museum quality, so the 
collection would make an instant mu-
seum. The collection is substantial, some 
say the most complete, organized collec-
tion of one typewriter company’s his-
tory. If you are interested, please e-mail 
me for an information package regard-
ing the collection. The information in-
cludes a history of the company, which I 
extensively researched, and a complete 
inventory list. Make me an offer.
David Hawxhurst,
smithcoronacollection@twcny.rr.com

For Sale
Adler 16, Roman/Cyrillic, €1900. Cal-
culators: Mercedes Euklid 1, €750; Orga 
Constant, €700; Walther SMKZ, €1500. 
Thomas Kramer, tkramerfz@aol.com

Issue 101, September 2015

• Marathon 1000LX typewriter
from Korea

• Karl Rinderknecht’s memoirs of his
career in office machines

• Forms and filing systems


